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6 Sakmongkol Sithchuchok: This might be a bit of a surprise to some Muay Thai fans, but
since this is my list I get to be a little bit biased. Sak was a 3 weight champion at Lumpinee in
the 90's, and multiple time world champion. (Not that, that matters) Known for his hard kicks
and ultra tough body he has given us fans some of the most memorable battles in Muay Thai
history. At the age of 17 he fought Ramon Dekkers at Lumpinee and absolutely outclassed the
Dutch legend. But his most famous battles came against Jongsanan Fairtex. The most
memorable of the fights (as many as 7, not sure of the exact amount of times they fought) was
the fifth fight between the two. Round 1 was a typical slow paced feeling out process like most
fights, but when round 2 came along all hell broke loose. Sak gave Jongsanan a count, but
Jongsanan came right back and they traded punches, and elbows for the remainder of the
round. The remaining 3 rounds were more technical, but still quite brutal. Another fight that sent
Sak to legendary status was when he fought Perry Ubeda. In R2 Sak appeared to mess up his
elbow, and or shoulder. The announcers say it was a dislocation, but Im not sure what the
actual injury was, but it clearly caused a ton of discomfort and pain. He continued to fight and in
the final round threw a brutal kick that broke Ubeda's arm forcing him to quit. Quite possibly the
most durable fighter in history. Most guys who are involved in such brutality are washed up by
there mid 20's. Sak only retired just 3 or 4 years ago. Today he teaches at Zingano BJJ in
Colorado.

I strongly recommend you watch all 3 of these fights. Sorry Im too stupid to embed, hopefully I'll
learn someday. :)

Sak vs. Dekkers: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xP8HtTJu4dU

Sak vs. Jongsanan: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3vrziWRjwY

Sak vs. Ubeda: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBVbppMcHXY

5 Kaensak Sor Ploenchit: Kaensak was the 1989, and 1990 fighter of the year, going a
combined 15-0 in the 2 years. He held titles at both Lumpinee and Raja in multiple weight
divisions, and was also involved in the 1993 fight of the year. Unfortunately he wasn't as big as
fighters like Sakmongkol, Orono, Jongsanan, Den, etc... cause there would have been some
epic fights between those guys. While well versed in all 8 limbs it was his strength that
separated him from his foe's. He was given the name Kaensak because of that, which
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apparently translates into "core strength." Unfortunately there is very little video of him available
on the internet. Had he been born a few years later, and a bit bigger, footage would be all over
the place. He's the only fighter I know who's won fighter of the year 2 years in a row and not
losing. Thats quite special.

3 and 4 tomorrow.
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